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Solve each problem.

1) In one day, a mail truck gave out 591 letters, 234 magazines and 866 flyers. How many
pieces of mail did the truck deliver total?

2) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A weighed 722 pounds,
gorilla B weighed 615 pounds and gorilla C weighed 536 pounds. What is the combined
weight of all three gorillas?

3) While working on his car, Jerry spent 524 bucks on a new paint job, $393 on the
transmission and 682 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?

4) During a 'Super Saturday Sale', a shoe store sold 698 pairs of sneakers, 933 pairs of
sandals and 454 pairs of boots. What is the total number of shoes the store sold?

5) Carol was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 447 pics, the second had
219 and the last had 768. How many pictures were there total?

6) While playing a trivia game, Team A scored 111 points, Team B scored 503 points and
Team C scored 908 points. How many points were scored total?

7) At the bank, a customer turned in 696 dimes, 693 nickels and 530 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?

8) For a new year's party 568 red balloons, 619 green balloons and 837 white balloons were
used. What is the total number of balloons used?

9) Cody was playing games at the arcade. He won 907 tickets from the basketball game, 362
tickets from whack-a-mole and 926 tickets from the coin push game. How many tickets
did he get total?

10) A school had 399 red pens, 390 blue pens and 817 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

Answers

1. 1,691

2. 1,873

3. 1,599

4. 2,085

5. 1,434

6. 1,522

7. 1,919

8. 2,024

9. 2,195

10. 1,606
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Solve each problem.

1,606 2,195 1,522 1,434 1,599

2,024 1,873 2,085 1,919 1,691

1) In one day, a mail truck gave out 591 letters, 234 magazines and 866 flyers. How many
pieces of mail did the truck deliver total?

2) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A weighed 722 pounds,
gorilla B weighed 615 pounds and gorilla C weighed 536 pounds. What is the combined
weight of all three gorillas?

3) While working on his car, Jerry spent 524 bucks on a new paint job, $393 on the
transmission and 682 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?

4) During a 'Super Saturday Sale', a shoe store sold 698 pairs of sneakers, 933 pairs of
sandals and 454 pairs of boots. What is the total number of shoes the store sold?

5) Carol was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 447 pics, the second had
219 and the last had 768. How many pictures were there total?

6) While playing a trivia game, Team A scored 111 points, Team B scored 503 points and
Team C scored 908 points. How many points were scored total?

7) At the bank, a customer turned in 696 dimes, 693 nickels and 530 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?

8) For a new year's party 568 red balloons, 619 green balloons and 837 white balloons were
used. What is the total number of balloons used?

9) Cody was playing games at the arcade. He won 907 tickets from the basketball game, 362
tickets from whack-a-mole and 926 tickets from the coin push game. How many tickets
did he get total?

10) A school had 399 red pens, 390 blue pens and 817 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

Answers

1. 1,691

2. 1,873

3. 1,599

4. 2,085

5. 1,434

6. 1,522

7. 1,919

8. 2,024

9. 2,195

10. 1,606
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